La protein is associated with terminal oligopyrimidine mRNAs in actively translating polysomes.
La is an abundant, mostly nuclear, RNA-binding protein that interacts with regions rich in pyrimidines. In the nucleus it has a role in the metabolism of several small RNAs. A number of studies, however, indicate that La protein is also implicated in cytoplasmic functions such as translation. The association of La in vivo with endogenous mRNAs engaged with polysomes would support this role, but this point has never been addressed yet. Terminal oligopyrimidine (TOP) mRNAs, which code for ribosomal proteins and other components of the translational apparatus, bear a TOP stretch at the 5' end, which is necessary for the regulation of their translation. La protein can bind the TOP sequence in vitro and activates TOP mRNA translation in vivo. Here we have quantified La protein in the cytoplasm of Xenopus oocytes and embryo cells and have shown in embryo cells that it is associated with actively translating polysomes. Disruption of polysomes by EDTA treatment displaces La in messenger ribonucleoprotein complexes sedimenting at 40-60 S. The results of polysome treatment with either low concentrations of micrococcal nuclease or with high concentrations of salt indicate, respectively, that La association with polysomes is mediated by mRNA and that it is not an integral component of ribosomes. Moreover, the analysis of messenger ribonucleoprotein complexes dissociated from translating polysomes shows that La protein associates with TOP mRNAs in vivo when they are translated, in line with a positive role of La in the translation of this class of mRNAs previously observed in cultured cells.